A concept of the perch landing assisted by thruster (PLAT) for a fixed wind aircraft is proposed in this paper. The proposed concept is applicable to relatively large unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), hence can overcome the limitation of existing perch landing technologies. A planar rigid body motion of an aircraft with aerodynamic and thruster forces and moments is modeled. An optimal control problem to minimize the fuel consumption by determining the histories of thruster and elevator deflection angle with specified terminal landing condition is formulated and solved. A parametric study for various initial conditions and thruster parameters is conducted to demonstrate the practicability of the proposed concept.
Introduction
Recently, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) systems are widely used in regions where securing a runway is almost impossible such as mountain or marine area. However, fixed wing aircrafts inherently require a long distance runway due to their approach velocity, which must be above the stall speed. A number of different systems for short take-off and landing have been developed to overcome this limit. For take-off of an aircraft, the catapult and rail launcher with small rocket have been successfully demonstrated their usability [15] .
Various landing technologies such as the parachutes method, the net-recovery method, the deep stall method and the perching method have been developed and actively explored so far. The parachute method has advantage in easiness of implementation, but it adds volume for parachute storage, and is relatively hard landing and is difficult to land precisely. In case of the net-recovery method, it can achieve "Zero-length" recovery, but it requires open area to secure the flight path and is also relatively hard landing. The deep stall method and perching method have strength in easiness of implementation and low cost of system, but both are relatively hard landing and only applicable to small size airplane [15] .
As the aero-braking landing method, such as deep stall and perching, is quite simple to implement and very effective in reducing the velocity of a vehicle. This research first notices the concept and procedure of it. Deep stall landing in small size UAV in this work [10] , longitudinal trim condition after deep stall of a small UAV was estimated as a function of horizontal tail plane angle and flight velocity. The UAV can have high flight path angle with low speed by maintaining this trim condition. A similar research on the deep stall landing using Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAV) suggests a criterion on landing or recovery decision [11] . However, these previous researches are only applicable to small size vehicles and cannot make zero velocity at a desired position. When the deep stall method is used for large size vehicles such as RQ7-Shadow or MQ1-Predator, large impact during touchdown procedure can occur, which jeopardize the whole system. In addition, the use of high angle of attack aerodynamic force/ moment for landing attitude control increases the uncertainty in the vehicle's dynamic behavior.
A perch landing can be considered as an attractive alternative to the deep stall method. Crowther described a fixed wing aircraft perch landing as a three-phase procedure composed of the approach phase, the extended flare phase, This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bync/3.0/) which permits unrestricted non-commercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. and the post stall capture phase [6] . In this study, a genetic algorithm (GA) is used to calculate the vehicle's trajectory and elevator input profile with specified final conditions for landing. To compute optimal perching trajectories, Wickenheiser and Garcia proposed a formulation composed of two phases -the dive phase and the climb phase [7] . In their work, the perching maneuver that minimizes the starting distance (during the dive phase) and the altitude gain (during the climb phase) is obtained. Venkateswara proposed a relatively simple single-phase optimization procedure that minimizes the length of perching maneuver [8] . It was demonstrated that the single-phase procedure outperforms the two-phase method in terms of the computation time and the quality of the obtained solution. Meanwhile, Cory successfully conducted the numerical simulation of perching and its flight test of by using a light glider with motion capture system [9] . However, like the case for the deep stall method, previous studies on the perch landing are not applicable to large size UAV. Furthermore, it requires an open area to approach during the dive phase and leveled platform to land during the climb phase, which are usually tough barriers to harsh regions like mountains.
Recently, a number of researchers are focusing on overcoming the limitation in landing of fixed wing aircraft. Among them, Tahk [1] developed a new landing concept applicable to medium size UAVs. His new concept, referred to as perch landing assisted by thruster (PLAT), uses both of the aerodynamic force and the thrust generated by a small solid rocket to effectively reduce the velocity and precisely land the vehicle at the desired position. The PLAT procedure consists of three phases -the approach phase, the deep stall phase and the thrusting phase in order. While the proposed procedure is similar to the soft lunar landing in that the thruster is used, leveraging of atmospheric force/moment for deceleration and attitude control is a key differentiator [12, 13] . Compared to existing aero-braking landing researches, The PLAT overcomes several problems; weight limitation, stability issue at high angle of attack, landing precision and landing area.
As a following research of [1] , an optimal control problem that minimizes the usage of overall thrust while satisfying soft landing conditions, with a point-mass assumption and control variables of thrust vector and pitch angle, is formulated in references [3] [4] . Both Gauss Pseudo Spectral method and Euler Lagrange method are used to find the optimal solution of the formulated problem. Another followon study presented in reference [5] introduced a control algorithm for PLAT and consequent controller design based on results of improved aircraft and aerodynamic models [3] [4] . Also the two degrees-of-freedom problem in reference [1] is extended to a three degrees-of-freedom problem, also both trajectory optimization and parametric study are conducted with additional considerations on the elevator effects in reference [2] .
The overall structure of the paper takes form of four sections, including this introduction part and the rest of paper are organized as follows. Detail description of new concept, modeling of reference aircraft and modeling of high angle of attack aerodynamic are introduced at Section 2. In Section 3, longitudinal equation of motions, formulation of optimal control problem, used optimization methods and optimization result and analysis of the results are presented. Finally, Section 4 covers concluding remarks as well as introduces a future work.
Perch Landing Assisted by Thruster

PLAT Description
The three phases of PLAT (approach phase, deep stall phase, and thrusting phase) and the thruster configuration required for this approach are presented in Fig. 1-(a) and Fig.  1 -(b), respectively [1] . We propose a configuration composed 5 
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PLAT Description
The three phases of PLAT (approach phase, deep stall phase, and thrusting phase) and the thruster configuration required for this approach are presented in Fig. 1-(a) and Fig. 1-(b) , respectively [1] . We propose a configuration composed of four thrusters: two thrusters at the left/right wingspan for lateral control and the two at the front/back fuselage for longitudinal control. Any kind of thruster -e.g. solid propellant motor, cold gas thruster, and reaction thruster -that can create required magnitude of force is suitable for PLAT. In this paper, the solid propellant rocket is selected as a reference with the following two assumptions:
1) the level of thrust is continuous, and 2) the thruster can be switched on and off repeatedly.
Detail explanations on phases of the proposed landing maneuver are elucidated as follows. During approach phase, vehicle horizontally approaches the desired landing position. Firstly, the speed and height of the aircraft must be higher than the certain safe value in this phase. Then making the plane to fall in the deep stall, elevator input and thruster create large pitch up moment during deep stall phase. While the aircraft is in deep-stall, four thrusters and control surfaces will be controlled to retain proper pitch angle. It makes the largest possible drag during maintaining a stability. Lastly, to softly land on the desired position, four thrusters will propel the aircraft upward when the vehicle reaches the pre-calculated certain velocity and height in thrusting phase. From results of existing studies, the bang-off-bang control is known to be the best strategy that minimizes the overall control efforts [2, 3, 5] . Consequently, the maximum allowable thrust level will be used during thrusting phase. of four thrusters: two thrusters at the left/right wingspan for lateral control and the two at the front/back fuselage for longitudinal control. Any kind of thruster -e.g. solid propellant motor, cold gas thruster, and reaction thrusterthat can create required magnitude of force is suitable for PLAT. In this paper, the solid propellant rocket is selected as a reference with the following two assumptions: 1) the level of thrust is continuous, and 2) the thruster can be switched on and off repeatedly.
Detail explanations on phases of the proposed landing maneuver are elucidated as follows. During approach phase, vehicle horizontally approaches the desired landing position. Firstly, the speed and height of the aircraft must be higher than the certain safe value in this phase. Then making the plane to fall in the deep stall, elevator input and thruster create large pitch up moment during deep stall phase. While the aircraft is in deep-stall, four thrusters and control surfaces will be controlled to retain proper pitch angle. It makes the largest possible drag during maintaining a stability. Lastly, to softly land on the desired position, four thrusters will propel the aircraft upward when the vehicle reaches the pre-calculated certain velocity and height in thrusting phase. From results of existing studies, the bang-off-bang control is known to be the best strategy that minimizes the overall control efforts [2, 3, 5] . Consequently, the maximum allowable thrust level will be used during thrusting phase.
Compared to other landing methods, the PLAT method has several advantages as follows. First, a precision landing on with a very limited space is possible. It does not need an open, long and large runway as other landing methods do. It is also applicable to various size fixed wing aircrafts depending on the specification of thruster used. Furthermore, using thrusters makes whole system relatively stable, in particular compared with conventional perching method with aerodynamic force only, which is exposed to high nonlinearity and uncertainty. Finally, PLAT can be adopted by currently operating platform with minor adjustments such as addition of thrusters and revision of flight software algorithm.
Aircraft Modeling
For PLAT simulation, some parameters of the unmanned aerial vehicle 'RQ-7B Shadow 200' , which is conventional fixed wing type aircraft with high wing, constant chord and pusher configuration, are used. As details of parameters are unavailable, those are estimated via approximated three dimensional model as shown in Fig. 2 .
According to importance, to estimate the mass property like center of mass and moment of inertia aircraft model is divided into four parts; main wing, tail wing, frontal body and rare body which includes engine. Based on existing data of similar UAV and existing works [16] , mass portion of each subpart is set. m wing =0.4m A/C , m tail =0.15m A/C , m f-body =0.25m A/C and m r-body =0.2m A/C are used in this paper. To complete the realistic inertia model, additional mass from the installation of thrusters should be considered. Later at section 4.3, effects due to variation of mass will be considered. The form of each subpart is estimated as follows; main wing as NACA4415 airfoil with rectangular wing, tail wing as NACA0015 airfoil with V-tail and fuselage as round nose tapered cylinder. Software program 'Solidworks' is used to construct three dimensional model and to compute moment of inertia. Details of aircraft parameters after 3D model estimation are listed at Table 1 .
In this research, two propellant thrusts and elevator are modeled as control actuator to satisfy the soft landing condition. The operation ranges and/or magnitude of each actuator are summarized at Table 2 . The range of elevator are case of thruster, each one can sustain up to aircraft weight and general solid rocket specific impulse v used. limited from -20 deg to +20 deg and its actuator dynamic is ignored. Detail aerodynamic characteristic variation due to elevator will be explain at aerodynamic modeling section. For the case of thruster, each one can sustain up to aircraft weight and general solid rocket specific impulse value is used.
Aerodynamic Modeling
From section 2.2, airfoil of the main wing and tail wing of 'RQ-7B Shadow 200' are respectively assumed to be NACA4415 and NACA0015. At Fig. 4 -(a) and 4-(b), experimental aerodynamic coefficient data of each airfoil is marked. Aerodynamic data at high angle of attack are required to approximate the PLAT method accurately. Only information of NACA0015 at high angle of attack are known from research [17] and that of NACA4415 are limited from -17deg to 20deg.
Similarity in aerodynamic characteristics after deep stall between each different airfoil is shown by experiment results of [17] . Aerodynamic coefficient of NACA4415 at high angle of attack is approximated by sigmoid function σ(α) as a mixing function from experimental data. Similar to research [11] , equation in (1) is used as sigmoid function where α 0 stands for the cut-off angle of attack and M represents the transition rate. Graph of σ(α) at α 0 =20 o and M=20 is shown in Fig. 4 -(c).
In this paper, the longitudinal motion of the PLAT maneuver is dealt only to simplify the aerodynamic model, so any lateral motion or lateral forces is neglected. Also, any uncertainty or unsteady term in aerodynamic and fuselage effects is ignored. Thereby, using the sigmoid function where X represents typical aerodynamic force and/or moment, aerodynamic model of main wing can be modeled as (3) . Well known elevator derivative is integrated through tail angle of attack variation to take account of the effect of the elevator as equation (4) .
Due to local change in the angle of attack, the dynamic stability derivatives about pitch rate are approximated according to the change of aerodynamic coefficients in many cases. Thereby, using local angle of attack can include effects of pitch rate rather than derivatives. Then, local angle of attack is derived from angle between body x-axis and local velocity vector as equation (5); where rel V  , q  , r  , W and T represent the velocity of aircraft, pitch rate vector, vector from center of mass to aerodynamic center, main
Usually aerodynamic coefficients modeling is conducted by perturbation theory like equation (2), which approximates the coefficients using first order Taylor series expansion. Due to highly nonlinear effects after stall region, however, the methods are only able to work on low angle-of-attack. This paper estimates the aerodynamic coefficients at high angleof-attack based on experimental data with interpolation rather than using perturbation theory directly. 
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Finally, as the PLAT method needs the angle of attack up to 90 deg, which highly differs from usual case, small angle approximation is not used. Also, moment due to drag is not negligible for the same reason as above. From this, overall aerodynamic model can be constructed as equation (6) 
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cos sin cos sin sin cos C m (=-/9) (6) 10 small angle approximation is not used. Also, moment due to drag is not negligible for the same reason as above. From this, overall aerodynamic model can be constructed as equation (6) Cm(=-/9) (7)
cos sin cos sin sin cos From above Figure, the variation of lift, drag and moment coefficients due to elevator deflection or pitch rate are observed. The change of lift and drag is subtle as majority of total lift and drag comes from main wing and length from center of mass to aerodynamic center of main wing is negligible. In case of moments, however, it varies considerably as affected greatly by tail wing. As shown in Fig. 5-(c) , the positive elevator deflection creates negative moment variation and vice versa. In case of pitch rate effects on moment, positive pitch rate generates negative pitch moment and vice versa. This results coincide with well-known elevator/tail damping effects, and similar to aerodynamic model from related research [7 8 ].
Trajectory Optimization
Optimal Control Problem Formulation
The amount of propellant requirement during landing is one of the most important things not sure to validate the realistic possibility of the suggested landing method, PLAT. In that sense, the objective function is formulated to minimize the overall thruster input in this paper. Then, cost function is set as follows. In here, T P1 and T P2 denote magnitude of frontal and rare thrust respectively.
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At the approach phase, the initial condition for the PLAT maneuver is determined when the vehicle i To achieve criteria of the soft landing, the terminal speed of the vehicle must be near zero when altitude i zero. Furthermore, the pitch angle and pitch rate must be near zero when the aircraft does touch-down, while flight path angle should be about -90 degree to make trajectory steep. The terminal condition for downrange is not important as the other conditions, but it is needed to be specific not to glide. In this paper, termina downrange is set as 90m and the terminal condition satisfying perch landing can be specified as follows. To ease the computation complexity, some terminal states such as velocity, flight path angle, pitch angle and pitch rate are bounded by inequality constraints. Such terminal boundaries are small enough to satisfy sof
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At the approach phase, the initial condition for the PLAT maneuver is determined when the vehicle is assumed to do trimmed level flight. Trim condition of stall speed may be one of the good options of the initial conditions, however the other initial conditions may exist resulting less cost than that. From this point of view, the initial conditions are set as the solutions of nonlinear algebraic trimmed level 12 
Trajectory Optimization
Optimal Control Problem Formulation
The amount of propellant requirement during landing is one of the most important things not sure to validate the realistic possibility of the suggested landing method, PLAT. In that sense, the objective function is formulated to minimize the overall thruster input in this paper. Then, cost function is set as follows. In here, T denote magnitude of frontal and rare thrust respectively.
To construct a dynamic model detail enough to reflect real motion while not too complicated to express, the aircraft is assumed as a rigid body and dynamic response of the thruster is neglected due to its fast response. Also, any lateral motion or lateral forces is neglected as mentioned before. Related longitudinal equations of motion can be set as equation (10)- (16) 
landing, the terminal speed of the vehicle must be near zero when altitude is e and pitch rate must be near zero when the aircraft does touch-down, while -90 degree to make trajectory steep. The terminal condition for downrange ditions, but it is needed to be specific not to glide. In this paper, terminal terminal condition satisfying perch landing can be specified as follows. To , some terminal states such as velocity, flight path angle, pitch angle and ality constraints. Such terminal boundaries are small enough to satisfy soft (20)
To achieve criteria of the soft landing, the terminal speed of the vehicle must be near zero when altitude is zero. Furthermore, the pitch angle and pitch rate must be near zero when the aircraft does touch-down, while flight path angle should be about -90 degree to make trajectory steep. The terminal condition for downrange is not important as the other conditions, but it is needed to be specific not to glide. In this paper, terminal downrange is set as 90m and the terminal condition satisfying perch landing can be specified as follows. To ease the computation complexity, some terminal states such as velocity, flight path angle, pitch angle and pitch rate are bounded by inequality constraints. Such terminal boundaries are small enough to satisfy soft landing condition. 
Optimization results
The pseudo-spectral method (PSM) is used to solve the formulated optimal control problem. The PSM ametrizes both of control and state vectors at selected collocation points and thereby converts a dynamic timization problem to a nonlinear programming problem. The optimal control problem was implemented MATLAB and GPOPS-II is used to solve the problem [14] . Lower/Upper bounds of the state and control iables are carefully chosen, based on the dynamic characteristics of the airplane. The bounds of states and trol variables having physical meaning are listed in Table 3 and are used to compute. Flight path angle is strained in order not to UAV to go backward and pitch angle is bounded for safe operating envelope. In e of control variables, maximum thrust value is set as UAV's weight and elevator deflection angle are tricted.
Results of the optimal control optimal control problem that minimizing the overall propellant consumption plotted through Fig. 8-9 . The initial and terminal state values of the optimal trajectory are listed in Table   nd trajectory characteristics are at Table 5 .
The pseudo-spectral method (PSM) is used to solve the formulated optimal control problem. The PSM parametrizes both of control and state vectors at selected collocation points and thereby converts a dynamic optimization problem to a nonlinear programming problem. The optimal control problem was implemented in MATLAB and GPOPS-II is used to solve the problem [14] . Lower/Upper bounds of the state and control variables are carefully chosen, based on the dynamic characteristics of the airplane. The bounds of states and control variables having physical meaning are listed in Table 3 and are used to compute. Flight path angle is constrained in order not to UAV to go backward and pitch angle is bounded for safe operating envelope. In case of control variables, maximum thrust value is set as UAV's weight and elevator deflection angle are restricted.
Results of the optimal control optimal control problem that minimizing the overall propellant consumption are plotted through Fig. 8-9 . The initial and terminal state values of the optimal trajectory are listed in Table 4 and trajectory characteristics are at Table 5 .
The results show that aircraft does trimmed level flight with condition satisfying nonlinear algebraic equation (17)- (20) which corresponds to the approach phase. After that, the aircraft falls into deep stall as pitch angle increases drastically by frontal thruster usage. At the same time, elevator is deflected to -20 degrees to generate positive pitching moment resulting minimization of thruster usage. Pitch angle is controlled to be near 90 degrees for maximizing the drag and consequently to reduce velocity effectively, which corresponds to deep stall phase. Also during this phase, only frontal thruster is used as on/off controller with consideration of states hysteresis to make the angle of attack to oscillate around 90 degrees. Lastly, both frontal and rear thrusters are fully operated until just before the touch down after initiation, which corresponds to the thrusting phase. In this phase, there exists time offset between the initiation of frontal thruster and that of rear thruster to meet terminal pitch rate bounds while eliminate remaining velocity. In addition, elevator deflection angle is reversed to +20 degrees to generate negative pitching moment. Comparing the results with related previous research [3, 4] and well known moon lander problem [12, 13] validates that control alike bangoff-bang is optimal.
Physical meaning of computed optimal cost is the total impulse generated from thruster. From following equation (22), the amount of propellant requirement can be estimate. With given thruster data and calculated optimal cost, as listed in Table 5 , the required propellant mass is about which is only 1.42% of total aircraft weight. 
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The pseudo-spectral method (PSM) is used to solve the formulated optimal control problem. The PSM parametrizes both of control and state vectors at selected collocation points and thereby converts a dynamic optimization problem to a nonlinear programming problem. The optimal control problem was implemented optimal cost, as listed in Table 5 , the required propellant mass is about 1.97 kg which is only 1.42% of total aircraft weight. e amount of propellant requirement can be estimate. With given thruster data and calculated isted in Table 5 , the required propellant mass is about 1.97 kg which is only 1.42% of total   
Parametric Study
A parametric study exploring the impacts of the variations in important modeling parameters was conducted. The results for variations in initial altitude, maximum thrust level and weight of UAV are presented in the following subsections.
Variation of Initial Height
The change of the trajectory, when variation of initial height exists while fixing the maximum thrust level to 1W and assuming 'Zero-mass' thruster, indicates that variation of the initial height alters an entrance time to the deep stall phase and a duration of the phase. Fig. 10 shows overall optimal states and control history of each different initial height. The cost of trajectories for each different initial height are calculated at Table. 6. Based on those results, it turns out that cost variation is much smaller than the variation of the initial height. The change of initial height alters both an entrance time to the deep stall phase and a duration of the phase. Higher initial height results faster terminal velocity of deep stall phase (which is same as initial velocity of the thrusting phase), due to slightly longer free fall duration, making more usage of the thrust. However, the increase of deep stall phase duration compensates an additional cost requirement from longer free fall well enough, resulting lower cost increase.
Variation of Maximum Thrust Level
The change of the trajectory, when variation of Thrust to Weight Ratio(TWR) exists while fixing initial height to 25m and assuming 'Zero-mass' thrusters, indicates that variation of the TWR is not affecting the overall trajectory too much as variation of initial height does. Fig. 12 . shows overall optimal states and control history of each different TWR. The cost of trajectories for each cases are calculated at Table. 7. Based Table 5 . Characteristics of Trajectory 
Parametric Study
A parametric study exploring the impacts of the variations in important modeling parameters was conducted.
The results for variations in initial altitude, maximum thrust level and weight of UAV are presented in the following subsections.
Variation of Initial Height
The change of the trajectory, when variation of initial height exists while fixing the maximum thrust level to 1W and assuming 'Zero-mass' thruster, indicates that variation of the initial height alters an entrance time to the deep stall phase and a duration of the phase. Fig. 10 shows overall optimal states and control history of each different initial height. The cost of trajectories for each different initial height are calculated at Table. 6.
Based on those results, it turns out that cost variation is much smaller than the variation of the initial height.
The change of initial height alters both an entrance time to the deep stall phase and a duration of the phase.
Higher initial height results faster terminal velocity of deep stall phase (which is same as initial velocity of the thrusting phase), due to slightly longer free fall duration, making more usage of the thrust. However, the increase of deep stall phase duration compensates an additional cost requirement from longer free fall well enough, resulting lower cost increase. on those results, it turns out that TWR variation does not alter optimal trajectory but makes thrust duration decrease resulting less fuel consumption. From previous analysis, ideal impulse like thrust (unbounded thrust input) is the best TWR that minimizes the overall cost.
Variation of UAV weight
As thrusters are added, additional supplement including the thrust itself will increase both mass and moment of inertia. To handle those uncertain inertia value, optimization under mass variation is conducted. In this paper, point mass 
Variation of Maximum Thrust Level
The change of the trajectory, when variation of Thrust to Weight Ratio(TWR) exists while fixing initial height to 25m and assuming 'Zero-mass' thrusters, indicates that variation of the TWR is not affecting the overall trajectory too much as variation of initial height does. Fig. 12 . shows overall optimal states and control history of each different TWR. The cost of trajectories for each cases are calculated at Table. 7.
Based on those results, it turns out that TWR variation does not alter optimal trajectory but makes thrust 
Based on those results, it turns out that TWR variation does not alter optimal trajectory but makes thrust Int'l J. of Aeronautical & Space Sci. 17(3), 378-390 (2016) assumption is used for thrusters to make computation of mass and moment of inertia variation simple. The results, when considering mass of thrusters while fixing initial height to 25m and maximum thrust level to 1W, are computed for comparison. Figure 14 . shows overall optimal states and control history of each different inertia value. The cost of trajectories for each case are calculated at Table. 8. Based on those results, it turns out that inclusion of the additional mass from thrusters do not alter overall trajectory shape but degrades the overall 
Variation of UAV weight
As thrusters are added, additional supplement including the thrust itself will increase both mass and moment of inertia. To handle those uncertain inertia value, optimization under mass variation is conducted.
In this paper, point mass assumption is used for thrusters to make computation of mass and moment of inertia variation simple. The results, when considering mass of thrusters while fixing initial height to 25m
and maximum thrust level to 1W, are computed for comparison. 
and maximum thrust level to 1W, are computed for comparison. Figure 14 . shows overall optimal states and control history of each different inertia value. The cost of trajectories for each case are calculated at Table. 8. Based on those results, it turns out that inclusion of the additional mass from thrusters do not alter overall trajectory shape but degrades the overall performance of PLAT maneuver. Even if 20% of additional mass is considered, which is sufficient enough to cover the uncertain mass, optimization results show that such landing maneuver is possible. performance of PLAT maneuver. Even if 20% of additional mass is considered, which is sufficient enough to cover the uncertain mass, optimization results show that such landing maneuver is possible.
Conclusion
In this paper, the concept of perch landing assisted by thrusters (PLAT) is proposed and analyzed. To validate a realistic possibility, this research has developed a concrete model to describe complicate aerodynamic and dynamics. From the model, optimal control problem minimizing the overall thruster input is formulated and Gauss pseudo spectral method is used as an optimization method owing to the complexity of dynamic model. From the optimization results, feasibility and realistic possibility of PLAT is demonstrated. In addition, effects of key parameter variation, such as initial height, thrust per weight ratio and mass, are analyzed. This paper has limitations; exclusion of lateral motion effects and any unsteady aerodynamic effects due to flow transition or thruster jet, and assumption of continuous and repeatable thrusters. In the future work, real time guidance law for longitudinal PLAT and consequent controller design will be dealt. As designing the controller, the way to treat uncertain aerodynamic effects and mass variation will be studied. After guidance law and controller design, six degrees of freedom case will be considered.
Although there exist limitations and long way to be studied, this paper is meaningful to suggest new way of landing for fixed wing. Furthermore, not only for the UAV landing but also the method is able to use on other fields such as air existent planet exploration and precise airdrop cargo transportation.
